
The Center for Climate Integrity (CCI) helps 
communities hold oil and gas corporations 

accountable for the massive costs of 
climate change. 





Increasing Temps

● Infrastructure
○ Increased cooling costs
○ Increased road damage
○ Increased damage to water/sewer pipes

● Public health
○ More cooling centers
○ Financing for A/Cs for low-income families and 

public housing
○ Increased vector-borne illness
○ Increased allergies and asthma
○ Reducing urban heat island effect
○ Protecting drinking water

Other Extreme Weather

● Risk Reduction
○ Protecting power lines 

● Emergency response
○ Increased investment in local emergency management and response capabilities
○ Increased costs for storm recovery and clean-up

Extreme Precipitation & Flooding

● Infrastructure
○ Addressing properties in flood-prone areas
○ More culverts, retention basins, relief drains, 

spillways, and more
○ Increased bridge inspection and repair
○ Increasing permeability of roads
○ Elevating roads, bridges, structures, and utilities
○ Floodproofing municipal buildings, wastewater 

treatment facilities, and more
○ Protecting emergency operations 

● Natural Systems Protection
○ Protect and enhance wetlands, dunes, and vegetation 

buffers



Wildfires & Water Scarcity

● Infrastructure
○ Increased costs for evacuation and displacement
○ Increased costs for rebuilding and repair
○ Increased need for water resilience projects

● Natural Systems Protection
○ Drought support for fish and wildlife
○ Drought support for agriculture
○ Ecosystem restoration
○ Water resilience projects

● Public Health
○ Increased health issues and hospitalizations

● Regulation and planning
○ Increased regulatory restrictions on water 

diversion and fishing
○ Water rights modernization

● Emergency Response
○ Increased costs for evacuation and displacement
○ Increased demand for emergency fire response
○ Increased demand for emergency drought 

response
○ Increased drinking water emergencies 





Climate change is expensive

Taxpayers are paying the price

We are not all equally impacted

RECAP



But climate change didn’t 
happen on its own…



Climate change didn’t happen on its own



We are not all equally to blame



They Knew



Exxon 1978



Exxon 1979



Exxon 1982



Chevron 1974



Shell 1989



They Lied



Exxon 1988



New York Times (1974-2004)



API 1998



“Did we aggressively fight against 
some of the science? Yes. Did we 
join some of these shadow groups 
to work against some of the early 
efforts. Yes that’s true … We were 
looking out for our investments.” 

Keith McCoy
Senior ExxonMobil Lobbyist 

2021





So who should pay?





Hoboken 2020



All communities—regardless of 
size or wealth—can seek justice 

for the harms perpetrated 
against them by Big Oil. 



What can you do? Join Leaders For Climate Accountability



❏ CCI’s legal team
❏ Provide expertise
❏ Facilitate educational conversations

❏ CCI’s communications team
❏ Messaging training and guides
❏ Talking points
❏ Press support
❏ Ghost-writing 
❏ Shareable social media content
❏ Identifying and crafting rapid 

responses

❏ CCI’s campaigns team:
❏ Event facilitation and speaker intros
❏ Issue expertise
❏ Sample legislation
❏ Legislative analysis

❏ Pursue accountability

❏ Shift the public narrative
❏ Op-eds
❏ Social media
❏ Rapid response
❏ Earned media
❏ Committee hearing
❏ Cost accounting
❏ Townhall
❏ Policy

What you can do: How we can help: 



Easy to join.

It’s free!

We’re here to help.


